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Introduction 

There is in the pre-Thales mythological tradition an interest in 

explanation. In the case of Hesiod there is an attempt to systematize 

various. stories and myths. His aim was to organize these myths into a 

family of gods and a system of mythology. This development of an orderly 

presentation seems to have been a primitive form of rationalism. For 

instance , Chaos , the origin of things , was said to have a boundary. 

Such a belief is rational for it places a limit on Chaos and provides 

a logical beginning for a rationalistic construction . Mesiod proceeded 

upon such a belief as he formulated a systematic tbeogony wbich dealt 

with a world of gods . These gods were the very substance of ancient 

t hought for they represented all that was enduring and vi tal. The fact 

that a resevoir of myths were available was sufficient to give them 

an appearance of credibility ; their use and formulation rather than their 

origin or substantiation concerned the early thinkers . 

Thales , bowever, dropped tbeogo01 and developed cosmogony . For him 

the essential problem was the formulation of Iii systematic world- view . 

The emphasis for him was on a rationalistic construction which would 

account for the pbenomena he could observe . His contribution was to 

select from the available stories and myths those which could provide 

him with tbe substantiation for his own original framework. This original 

framework was nothing else than an ordering principle . 

But Thales was not entirely severed from the mythological tradition. 



The generation of the world , mythologically speaking, is a biological 

prod"ction. This biological acco"nt i s not found in Tha les but he does 

call his first principle Life . The fundamen t al idea here is that the 

earth is something living : it grows in a biological fashion. Life is 

given bei.ng by water and t he universe is a living thing ; this living 

hi . h . 1 t n9 1 8 t e cosmos. 

A cosmological account of the world is distinctly different from 

a t11eogonioal one in that a cosmos represents the world as baving a 

nature of its own while the world of gods remains a world !2! the gods. 

The former takes the world to be a thing in itself while the latter 

considers the world to be a derivation from a more superior world. The I..r 
..,......-

significance of the distinction is that a cosmology reflects an apprehen-

sion of the world in completely different terms than those of a theology. 

Tha1es ' principle demonstrates the distinctive mode of apprebension 

whioh characterizes a rational construction of tbe world. 

The ature of this principle needs to be understood. It was supposed 

to effectively order selected elements of mythology ; indeed, these selected 

elements and the principle were correlative . Tne principle determined 

the type of myth selected and the type of myth selected eViden l ad the 

propriety of the principle. I t is possible to conjecture that the 

principle and the selection of certain mytns coincided. If su h was 

the case , then Thales ' principle can be found in no place othe than 

his cosmology. That is , the principle which structured his wo ld- view. 

at the same time constituted such a view. The principle ~ PrinCiPle 



can be found only through analysis. The point to be made bere is t hat 

the principle must not have had a distinct formulation , even for Thales . 

until he had manifested it in some kind of explanation of the world . 

Moreover , it is said that Thales called his first prinCiple the 

Life which was given being in water. Life then appears throuah',water . 
I 

This init.ial correlation between the principle and its appearance 

provides at the same time a di stinction between the two; ~hat !s , the 

distinction is given iw.ediately. For Thales the world appeared ~ 

Life , and he so apprehended the world. The wor ld he perceived was a 

Li ving world. While the world for Hesiod was represented in mythology 

and he perceived the world in terms of hi mythological beliefs , Thales 

perceived tbe world tbrough a framework which was taken t o be in the world 

itself . Hesiod employed a given framework to structure bis world while 

Thales ' world appeared as its own framework . 

This difference may be traced to a feeling of wonder whic } became 

prominent In the thought of Thalas ' time . Wonder is not j ust idlecurioshy 

here ; it arises fl' om some compelling question. It is wonder which 

signifies an awareness of a proble which exceeds available a~swers. 

I t is wonder which provokes the question Why? when confronting an alien 

What . And , to question Why'? is to possess a di stioot awareness of the 

thing questioned . That is to say . the occurrence of a Why~! attitude 

follows a confrontation with a tbing which is !!.£!:.! and .!!.2!. but incompre-

hensible. The Why? is produced only when the tbing is not over against 

the questioner as overwhelming. The function of myths seems to have been 



that of dealing with overwhe lming evenh . But to question : Why this 

event? is to have accepted the event as .. being definite but unexplained . 

And , it is this primary acceptance of the event as definite which provides 

for rational thought. When Thales could look at a phenomenon and call 

1t Life he had progressed beyond Hesiod ' s theogony. Tbis ability for 

rational thought follows upon the apprehension of the world.!§. rational. 

Tbis apprehension can be attributed to wonder, a distinct mental attitude. 

The wonder or amazement which produced the ordering principles of 

early philosophy must surely have been aroused by a confrontation of the 

world peculiar to the occasion. That is , the wonder must have followed 

or coincided with a wonder- full view of the world. How did this view 

come about'? A resevoir o·f myths was available but somehow this resevolr 

was insufficient . The experience of the world as wonder- full seems to 

bave occurred as a result of the oversupply of myths and not as a result 

of their effectiveness , Myths became inadequate when they bec me over

complex and contradictory . They were inadequate because they could be 

comprehended only by a disavowal of experienee . A wonder- full view Qf 

the world appeared as the ordering notion which could subsume all the 

myths by relegating them to another order , the order of fabrication 

rather than discovery, 

So It may be conjectured that the wonder which the early Greeks felt 

must surely bave preceded their asking Why? Indeed , their wonder pre

sented the world to them as wonder- full ; that is , t he world appeared ~ 

tbis wonder. Such being the case, they were given an immediate apprehension 



of t he world wbich confronted th m. Wonder differed from the previou$ 

fear or aw~ in that it surrounded the ,"'odd with a gusli ty ratner than 

a "being" . This qualifioation of t.he world is tbe first. step of rati onal 

apprehension of the world . Only when tbe world was confronted as !. 

world could it be questioned. The flux of random experiences became located 

in ! world througb a definite relationshIp to the world . Henceforth 

the world is given a .! wor ld and he problem comes to be that of de

termining the nature of thi s world, and , later on , the nature of the 

knowledge of the world . 

. From this beginning of rational thought philosof'hy has progressed 

through various stages to the present tim . Along the way certa! 

"branches" of philosophy have been formed to deal with their own parti 

cular problems : Metaphysics to seek the origin and reasons for this world ; 

Epistemology to ascertain the way suoh a world i known ; Logic to deter

mine t he forms of knowledge; Religion to maintain and deve lop a spiritua l 

dept h and relationship to the wor ld : and , Aesthetics to search out and 

establish the techniques and values whicb are employed to create tpings 

for the world. Tbese branches remain separate only for the sake of 

study and unite as occasions ai e wherein one finds i t8el£ t umped or 

stagnant . Thus . an ae thetic theory will thrive only in so far as it 

Is engaged in solving problems wh i ch are bere and~. When it becomes 

too concerned 'wi th its own workings it fall into dogm tism and display . 

It is often rescued by investigations or data from other branches of phi 10-

sophy. The particular conccr n of tbis paper is to examine t he possi 

bi l ities of invigorating aesthetics with tbe insights offered by a 



modern phi losopb.er , Jean- Paul Sartre. 

To do tbis it will be necessary to maintain a strict respect for 

the other aspects of his philosophy while at the same time building a 

posi tion of eminence for aesthetics . An aesthetic theory cannot hope 

to be successful if it disregards the philosophical data available to 

it ; however , there is no reason to think that an aesthetic theory must 

be dependent on such data. In fact , a theory may incorporate the data 

:from start to finish but may not have arisen from that data. Indeed , 

this paper hopes to show that such an aesthetic theory can be found in 

the work of Sartre . 

The work of Sartre covers a wide field . He has dealt with a mUlti -

tude of problems that have been prominent in modern philosophy. His 

technical works on the emotions and t he imagination , his ontological 

essay , his nove Is and plays , and his critical writings present an i.lIlpres-

she range of ideas. Yet thel'e appears to be no over- arching notion 

wbich gives these wOl'ks a cohesion unless it is : tbat man is free . 

However , this old notion is given a new dressing in Sartre ' s work which 

makes it seem enigmatic. 

Tbe enigma of man ' s freedom, as Sartre sees it , can be traced to his 

belief that man does not h-!! freedom, tbat is , like a chal'scter , nor is 

man given bis freedom, say , as an essence. Rather man exists as his freedom . 
. -. 

This is to say that man is free to the extent that he lives by his own 

values and constructions in the world. For Sartre there is no guarantee 



forDlan ' $ freedo • instead man m;ak § bis freedom by bls acts. But even 

thougb man bas no guarantee for bis freedom be has the resQ sibillty to 

est · Usb his f'reedo.. In this sense Sartre olaims tbat man is condemned 

to his freedora; by the fact that'. man bas 00 grounds for hh freedom he 

is at once burdened with the task of maintain og hi freedom, for wi thout 

such freedom he bas no reality. For this reason Sartre bolds that 

man must choose to be free ; that h , he IIUSt choose to accept his human 

reality as 9 free beiog_ By making such a choice man elects himself 

to a position oi emnanco in the world; by making such a choice man 

puts the wor 10 at. bis disposal. Otherwiae. man is submerged into the 

world as a tohini. an opaque , unconsci ous being without distinction . 

HencEI . SartH argues that to- be-ire meaU$ to be-tn ... tbe-world in 

a distinctive manner . a manner uolike the way thing, 8re in the world . 

Ian ' s being"'!n- tbe-wor!d is somehow relat.ed to the appearance of t e world 

to man. The 'World wbich appeal·s to man does so because n is a baby 

t.o whom .! wor lel ean appear. That is . man is a being suel that in 1 S 

being he m!ke~ ti~re l!i!~~orl . As s~cb the world wien avpears is 

AU. world 0 such world is silot tbre 9h with man ' S being. The world which 

Thales apprellended W1;lS infused wi t.h Life. the Lie wbit Thales somehow 

injected into the world. TI81as ' freedom 6$ a maD was to prehend the 

world .u.. Life o .!!. a world which was meanlngful o as eJ.~. world. 

But how is an aestbetic t 80ry to be found in such a view? It 

should be pointed out. that Sartre bas no fOl"1D31 aesthetic theory titV n though 

be bas been actively engBQed it producing works of art . be nearest 



thing to a systematic expression of his views on art can be found in 

his l!.!!...l .u. Literat.ure? But thi wal'k: does not maintain the technical 

profici.ency of his other ~~orlcs in philosophy . nor does it contain a 

general theory about all art works but concerns itself primari ly with 

literature. Hence , if ther is a comprehensive aesthetic viewpo.int for 

Sartre it mlS lie in the totality of his work. An aesthetic theo.ry , 

under these co.nditio.n~ , must be constructed upon Sartre ' s m in ideas. 

This paper ho s to. mak such a con tructio.n by examining Sartre · s 

work and selecting certain o.f his ideas which may Co.ntr bute to. an 

aesthetic theory. 

This ae thetic theo.ry will att8 pt to. employ the insights which Sartre 

ha provided concerning man ' s present problems. In do.ing this it will 

be argued that the feeling of wonder which characted.zed Th les ' thought 

i pre ent today and receives one of its finest express! us in the 

realm of art. This feeling of wonder will be taken s the ori 'in of 

art since tId Qrigin is no. hing el e than a question , the question , 

Wh y, 1!!.!:l 

To answer this question , if it can be • nswered , it will be n€;¢ess~ry 

to elucidate Sartre ' s notion of man ~ s bein - in- the- world and hQ thi 

being is af ected by man ' s rna'ing him elf nto wh t he is, The 'efore , 

the pracedure of this paper wi 1 be to present close xmill8.tion of 

Sartre ' e notion of being- in- the-world . his onto.oyy , bi n hun f man ' s 

consciousness , and how thh conscio.usness acts in th world. After his 

examin. tion and upon such an examination an ae'tnetic theory will be offered, 



fART I 

Sartre 



!. Being-!!-!h!-world 

S rtre maintain that there are t 0 ways for man to be- in- the-world . 

The world can appear as the complex of instruments available for use , 
2 

and tbe world can appear as a non- in strum utal totality. In tbe first 

case, tbe us of avail ble instruments inyolves man in an organized 

complex wbich is comB ad of parts having a det rminate relationship to 

each other. This determinate relations ip constitutes an instrumental 

world : every inst.rument contains w1 thin its own purpose the purpose of 

the complex. The tools and devices on hand for u e make up the world 

for man as situated in a given oontext. On the other hand , the world 

which appears as a non- instumental totality is that world hich man can 

immediately apprehend. Tbis world appears without man reflecting upon 

a particular appearance. While t e instrumental world appe rs through 

the reflective pprebension of the situation in hic man finds hi self , 

the non- in$t.rumental worl appears as the non- reflect! ve pprehen si on 

of tile situ: Uon tbrough the motions. 

The instrumental world is as comprehen ive as the r flective ware

nass of it. The rattle of an infant , when used for attr ot1n9 attention 

or amusing himself , designates a certain re 1m of existence. Likewise , 

th use of toys , games . sports . m chines , social conventions , current 

concepts , etc. , determine the respective worlds of their u ers. For 

instanc , the use of a concept takes place in a situation in which it is 

effective. This' situ tioo is both presented and constituted in the use 

of the concept. oreover , the concept is useful because it OCcurs in a 



world of which it is a determinate part. This is the kind of world in 

which man "grows up". Hi horizon expands through play . ritual . education , 

ane work. His understanding of the use of the instruments he encounters 

constitutes his knowledge of the world. The mor be understands the 

intel'd pendenee and inter- relationships of the various instruments the 

moro eo_probans!v will b his knowledge. 

However. this in trument 1 world is never quite complete; eacb 

succeeding xperience adds to the available knowledge and cbanges the 

preceding order. In fact y to be able to successfully incorporate these 

succeeding experiences into previous knowledge is the mark of the "rational" 

man. Tbis ability to fIr 8son" doe not oem to be attributable 'to merely 

existing In an instrumental world . rather it follows upon an pprebension 

of the world !! instr~ntal. That is . the successive experiences with 

various instruments are correlated according to ome prior awareness of 

the world. Thi. prior awareness m~st be traced to the user hi self who 

seems to appr hend the world as so e kind of unitT in which parts can 

be dhtinguished through refleotion. This non- refle.cetive apprehension, 

it maT be argued , occurs in n emotional confrontation of the world. 

The sudden noise which frightens an infant makes there lll!!. a world for 

him: it is his fear which is i ediately present to him. and this fear 

pre ants the world to him. Likewise , a situation in which a concept 

fails for its u er appears to that person as a desp iring situatIon. Any 

new direction or action he t kes to deal with the situation will follow 

upon bls emotional apprehension of it .!.! despair. For bim the world 

appeal'S immedi.ately a his non- reflect.ive wareness of his taBure. 



Sa:rtre describes the e otional awareness of the world as nm gieal". 

I t is magical because th person involved attempts to re-create the world 

with bis e otion. The world which suddenly appears a despair does so 

t the direction of the per~on. H find himself in a si tustion which 

is alien to his exist nee , say , bec u$e bi, conceptualization faltered; 

this alien tioD of the world coincides with his despair . The failure of 

bis cone ptual framework , wbich norm 11y proceeds upon a course which 

"handles t t the world at a dist nee through mediation , presents a situation 

as iD1lllediate. Thi 111111ledi e participation in his situation stimul teli 

the person to despair. 'fhi despair i t e way in which the prion 
3 

handles tbe si tuatiQn as immediately civen. In nother ca e it ight 

have been a 91' at joy which occurred , or fe l' , or anguish . That despair 

was the emotion effected may be attributed to the relationship the p rson 

had to hi sit laUon; 1. e. , kn \de~ge , expert nee , capacity to 1m gine 

the consequences. Thus , emotion is the magical consciousness of the 

world; a magical pr sentation of the ~ld is effected by consciousness 

due to an immediate participation in the wotld. 

Yet it ust be pointed out that emotion is not a position tak n ~ 

conseiou lless ; emotion is not a state of conscioll nes , it!! consciousness . 

Sart1'e ' s notion of emotion differs from the view that makes emotion out 

to be an eff ot of consoio~sne$s; rather for him emotion is a way tor 

consciousness to exist. In emotion consciousness appe rs In one of 1t$ 

characteristic modes. For this l' ason Sartr m iotalns that m n is 

responsible for his e otion and is never "overcome'· by it. Through 

omotion man particip te in unique manner in his situation ; but IUtt is 



never sub erged by a situation. A ItuatioD exist to the ext nt that 

it is organized about a consciousness; the motional consciousness is just 

one way situation exists. 

FUl"th r ore , th instrumental world wbich provides a background for 

a situation is t ~nsform d by an motion. Consciousness constitutes a 

situation bl giving it a certain meaning; this meaning ay be one "borrowed" 

fro given meanings by way of a concept, or meaning may be created by 

transforming the situation. In very case the meaning Is the me Ding !! 

tbe ituation and always refer to that situation. However , the intention 

which directs meaning toward situation at the s e constitutes the 

$i tuation. Tbh m an that a consciousn 55 wbich organizes a 51 tuatiol" 

1 at once the source of the aning of the situation. The elements of 

the si tuaUon which are "on hand" and ~'at hand" _ that is , tbose thiogs 

for use and those utensils for use, are given meanin9 by an intentional 

consciousness which apprehends ~~ a value. Tbus _ it is the p rti

cular consciousness ot a situation which gives its cohesion nd order 

to i~. The emotional con$ciousness is precisely that eon ciousness which 

results when a group of e1 ments are inadegua~e. Emotion is the way 

man deals with a situation Which is !2Q. difficult for "giventt means for 

dealing with it. In emotion man finds a grounds for creation; creation 

because something ust be offered to overco e the inadequacy of the 

situation , and this omething cannot be gotten from tb situation Itself. 

"At present , we can conceive of what emotion is. It is a transforma
tion of the world. When the paths traced out become too difficult , 
or when Itc see no path. we c n no longer live in so urgent and 
difficult world. All the ways are barred. Howerer , we must act. 
So we try to change the world , that is , to live 8S if tbe connection 



between things and their pot ntialities wete not rul d by deter
mini5tic processes , but by magic. Let it be clearly understood 
th t this is not age; we re driven against a wall, and we 
throw ourselves into th1 new attitude with all the strength we 
can muster. Let it also be undel-stood that this at tempt :is not 
conscious of being such , for it would then be the object of a 
reflection . fore anyth!n a1 e , it is the seizure of new 
connections and new exigentes." 

Thus , through emot.ion a need to create is effected; at once is given the 

situation which can receive this creation· and at the same time consciousness 

is "prepared" for the creative act. 

Sartre recognizes that the situation of 1Ran is almost always "given". 

Moreover , man can usually find stand rds and crt ted. which satisfy his 

WiSh$ . The si tu tion of n effect! velydetermines hls projects and 

his successe. However . an instrumental world is adequate only for 

production and not fo~ ere tlon. The differenc between the two is that 

the former deals with ends through means , t.he latter deals with ends alone. 

Production is a procesl of fulfilling goals , meeting standards , and per-

forming duties. Creation brings into being these goals , standards , and 

duties" Indeed , creation occurs precisely where production fails; the 

very failure of production stimulates creativity. Hence , the instumental 

world and the emotional world are complementary. The instrumental world 

represents the products of creativity while the emotional world stimulates 

creation itself. 

Sti ll , there are .se,era 1 problems to be solved. In what way does . 

the emotional world "stimulate" creativity? In what way does creation 

come about? In what way does creation affect the instrumental world"? 



And most im ort nt of all . why is the instru ental world ever inadequate? 

Thi last question can b nswered only by examining S rtre ' s notion of 

man ' s beina. He believes that there is something fundamentally lacking 

in man which akes him forever dissatisfied with his world. For this 

reason any gi,en world will be inadequate bacau e it will always point 

out the basis for the inadequacy of man ' hi~ self. 



~. Sartre ' s Ontology 

Sartre claims that to be- in- the-world 15 to be conscious of the 

world. Man Is the peculiar being who Is both in the world and is 

consciou of being in the world. But , man is not in the world in the 

same way things are in the world ; the difference between their being 

in tbe world is that things are in the world necessarily , while man 

is in the world contingently. The necessary being- in- the-world of things 

can be traced to their being the things of the world ; that is, they ~ 

tbe world. Man , on the other hand, is in the world contingently because 

his consciousness of the world , wbich characterizes his being- in- the

world, Is contingent on there being a world for consciousness. Man ' s 

consciousness of the world in no way constitutes the world in its being, 

man does not create the world ; the world !!. 

The primary problem of Sartre' s ontology is how consciousness can 

be conscious of a world that in no way depends on consciousness. He takes 

it as obvious that consciousness of the world and the world itself are 

different; however, this nobvious" difference is not an absolute , rather 

a fundamental mode of being underlies each whieh relates them in a unique 

manner. Sartre sets up these two modes of being as : being- f2r- itself, 

which is consciousness, and belnq-i!- itself, which is all that is not 

consciousness . By making this division of being Sartre is notqlvinq 

a being to consciousness and the world , rather he believes that such 

a division is indicated in every concrete phenomenan . Can this be the 

case? 



The appearance of a phenomenon is taken as the origin of experience ; 

It offers a "bit of what is" and acts as the fundamental unit of existence. 

B~t what is offered in the phenomenon? The phenomenon must offer 8 view 

of being. Why Is this so? A view of being is offered because the 

phenomenon is supported neither by itself nor by consciousness . This 

can be seen by reflec.tion on what tb pheoOlllenon presents and how it is 

presented. First of all , "sometbln l is presented or the pheno enon would 

be empty and CQuld not appear; henee , it has content. But this content 

cannot be tb mere appearance of the phenomenon , that is , the phenomenon 

Is not spontaneous; instead. "something" appears a. a phenomenon. This 

something is a thing , an object with definite characteristics , a thing 

in itself . This thing appear ai the phenomenon and it is Its particular 

appearance whicb identifies the phenomenon ; the thing is pr sonted, that 

is , located spatially and tempor 11)" as 8 phenomenon . Thus , a phenomenon 

may be described as the way a thing exists as here and now . 

But to exist as here and now means that the thing is presented to 

som thing which provides time and space since a thing, in itself, is 

self- sufficient and un- needful of these limitations. ijere and now are 

specifications of so etbing which characterizes existence because 

existence is defined as the "'being- there- nesa" of tbings. Hence , this 

something provides existence for the thing; in fact , the thing appears 

as its existence. What sort of being can provide existence for a 

thing which Is selt- sufficient already? What can a self- suffioient thing 

lack? Sartre says that things lack consciousness. Yet things !!! 

whether consciousness is in them or not. What then is consciousness? 



First and foremost , consciousness is not a tbing, it Is not an 

entity ; consciousness is act. CODsciousness is act because it is always 

consoiou ness ~ an object : consciousness exists to the extent that it 

always has an obJect ; in fact , tbe object of consciousness is ident.ified 

with tbe consciousness of that object . As such consclousne s is in

tentional : it always intends its object by existing solely for tbe sake 

of that object . Consciousness is consciousness tbrough and througb ; 

it has no substratum nor content of its owo. Since it has no substantiality, 

consciousness must be pure spontaneity ; at every mom nt it ust create 

itself. But how can such a being relate to a thing which is wholly 

in itself? Consciousness can relate to a thing in itself only by some

how assuming the being of that thing. How so? 

A tbing , wbich Sartre terms a being- in- itself, is wholly inert and 

massive : sucb a thing cannot act on consclo sne s for it oannot be 

stimulated nor motivated. But consciousness has no content of its own 

with whicb to act on the thing so how is a relation establi bed? Sartre 

avoids the problem ofstablishing relationship between a thing and 

consciousness by declaring that they always 8QPear in a unique relation

ship. The appearance of the thing coincides with tb appearance of 

consciousness; to discuss tbem as sap rate is to have already acknowledged 

tbeir original relationship. A thing exists in tbe world to the extent 

that there 1. a consciousness of its existence in the world. Therefore , 

the pbenomenon turns out to be notbing e1 e than a concrete occurrence 

of a tbing io and by consciousness. Every phenomenon presents tbe 

world in terms of the thing whicb appears. For tbis reason . any 

affect, disturbance , or meaning of the thing must result in the phenonmenon. 



Thereby , the phenom non presents the thing in terms ot its aspects ; the 

phenomenon is the oonorete existence of the thing ; the thing as laid out 

for lnspeotion. It is the thing in itself as "such .. and .. such" , as seen 

from a certain viewpoint . Yet this presentation in no way changes the 

thing in itself ; nor does the thing cau,e the phenomenon . 

But if the phenomenon does not result from the efforts of being- in" 

itself how does the phenomenon receive its being as a particular viewpoint 

of th thing? While it is true that the thing which appears as the 

phenomenon is nothing but the in- itsel what may be said of the being of 

the phenomenon? It was said earlier that. the phenomenon was the object 

of the consciousness which intended it , and that the object of conscious

ness coincided with that consciousness. Such being the case, the pheno-

meDon which appears must be nothing else than the consciousne s of that 

appearance. From this it follows that the being of the phenomenon must 

be intimately related with that of conse1ousness. What is this relation-

ship? 

Since conseiousnes is always intentional y must project onto its 

object so ething which it lacks ; that is , consciousness apprehends on 

the object sOllie kind of meaning. And yet. consciousness has no content 

upon wbich to ground any meaning. Meaning for consciousness must be 

based on its being pure spontaneity ; thus , meaning will be continually 

created by consciousness with respect to its object. Thi$ means that 

,the meaning which consciousness projects onto its object will be the 

m aning of the object it1e1f. Furthermore, consciousness can project 



the me ning ~ the object onto the object only because it C8n present 

the object to 1.uelf without coloring it with its own being . For an object 

to be r va led as it is 1n itself it must be reveal d s the source of 

its own being ; that is , It must be presented as what is without trans

format on. In order that consciousn liS effect such a revelation it must 

not render th object in its own terms, that is , mak . it consciou5 , rather 

consciousne SI must adapt itself to tile object. the signific ne of this 

is that consciousness receives its being from tbe object that it presents. 

Hence, tb phenom non which is the object of consciousness brings with 

it tb being of consciousness. But, it w s said earlier th t con ciousness 

provide existence for a thing. How c n consciousness provide anything 

for that which gives consciousne s Its being? 

What kind of being must consciousness have in order that it can 

provide something for a tbing which is lready full of Itself? A thing 

in itself needs nothilg . In tact , this nothing is what consclousn 55 

pro9'id s. It is prechely nothing whicb separates one thing from another ; 

it is nothing whic mak 8 there to be things rather tban a plenum of 

being . GonscioQsness distinguishes this thing from !!!1 thing by 

separating the with nothingi the nothing ess which consciousness brings 

to the in- itself makes there to be a world. Consciousness bri 9 non-being 

into the world of being- in- its ' lf; as sucb con ciousness does not change 

the in- itself, rather the in- itself i revealed 8S bein tha~whiob- it-

is by con ciouness ' provision 0 a b ckground of nothingness. 

Thus , con8010u ness , being- for- itself , 1s a being, which by it being 



that which it is. brings non-being to what is; the for- itself is the non

being of the in- itself. As such the for- itself is grounded on the in

itself because non-being is precisely the non- being of being ; non~belng 

of not.hing is impossibl . The for- it elf , then , rests on the in- itself 

but only by Bot being the in- itself . In this way a uniqae bond Is effected 

between the two which can be attributed only to the for- itself , since 

the in- itself does not need non- being. 

In ter i of the pheno enon , the for- itself arises as the pheno enon 

of being ; this eno enon is nothing but the In- itself as It is !2!. The 

in- itself is not to the extent that it appears in perspective, that is , 

as being seen from a partioular 'antage point whicb fails to show the 

in- its lf in its oharacteristic fullness. This appearanoe of the in- itself 

in no way ohanges or damages the in- itself, rather it is rely presented ; 

it is offered for inspection as a thing with certain qualities. This 

presenta10n Is a mode of being which i not!! the in- itself because in 

itself b log has DO pl'i V'Ueged parts; it is fullness. Rather this presenta

tlon Is a surface covering whlch surrounds the in- itsell with qualities 

which r8 emphasized from a particul r point. A suoh the in- itself 

appe rs in view of a certain intention; tbis intention occasions a 

phenomenon of bing. 

Therefore , th b 109 of the phenomenon is s.upported by being- in

itselt yet this being is exactly not the being of the particular thing 

presented. The being of the phenomenon Sartre calls the transphenomenality 

of being ; by this he mean$ that every pb Damenon refers to being which 

supports it : being- in- itself . But how can a particular phenomenon refer 

to a being which in no way causes that phenomenon? Sartre Bnswers this 



question by stating that for the pheuom non to rest ~ anything that 

anything mu t b indie ted by the way the pbenom non rests on it ; that is , 

th. !!L the paenom non appears indicates the tOlsllty of being which 

underUes it. E cb particular phenomen&n appears to th .. extent that 

it has a background upon which to reveal itself. No pheno enon would 

be meaningful if it did not point beyond itself to the totality from 

lfh1ch it ca e. Yet this t "ali ty does not appear ; how is thh totali t.y 

Indicated~ The totality of b log wbich does not app ar is indicated 

by a non- reflective apprehen ion of being which underlies the reflective 

apprehension of a particular phenomenon. Thus , emotional consciousnes$ , 

which was discussed in the first section, can provide a background upon 

which a particular pheno enon c n aVpe r ; a onsciousnes~ sueb as 

emoti on, immediate ly apprehends being!!. _ totalitr. It is only upon 

an apprehension of this kind that phenomeno can be effected. Hence , 

the appearance of a phenomenon is not the presentation of single 

thing in isolation, rather _ thing appears in its relation to the world. 

The transphenomenality of the phenomenon is its being the nonF-being 

of what it is Dot. 

What can be said of the non-being of the pbenomenon? Non-being 

must ra t on wbat is but it can not be what is because to be what is is 

to have the being of what is . Non- being then must be not wbat is while 

at tb same time it must depend on what is for its being. '{oreover , 

non-being cannot be derived from what is because being in itself is 

pure positivity and contains no negation ; it absolutely excludes non

being. .This exclusion from being, however , is no act of the in- itself, 



the in- I ueH is inert i therefore , exclusion is on the side of non-being 

and, in fact , constitutes it very life . Non-being is the con tant 

exclusion from wbat is i non-being makes itself !§. this exclusion. Hence , 

non-being is not. ghen, it is made i non-being is nothing but creation 

out of nothing. But since something caD never be made from nothing, 

non-being Is pure!!i, tbe pure spontaneity of consciousness whicb 

creates itself at every moment. Non-being, then , is born in the upsarge 

of its contingency with respect to being and in the upsurge of its $e1f-

creation. 

Being appears as that-which-appears In and through non-being. 

In this way the appearance of being, the phenomenon , makes t11 r to be 

that whicb is; being appears 8S lli!t and!!£!! as tile phenomenon of being; 

tbe phenomenon is the existe]&e of what is. Thus , each eoncrete existent 

is a phenomenon of being i and , each oonorete exist .nt appears by way 

of non-being : being- for - itself . Thul , the division Sartre makes 

concerning consciousness and the world does not mean that they are 

separate •. Rather there is a relationship between the two which brings 

both into existence as Gorrelates .. ~ Tbe being of consciousness , being-

for- itself. is i nseparably bound to the being of the world , being-in-itself. 

The tie tbat binds the for- itself to the in- itself may be called 

lack. The for - itself is a total lack because 8l1- that- is Is on the -
side of tbe in- itself. The mode of being for the for- itself is to 

exist as the 1 ok of that being which it is not: tbe in- itself. This 

lack is expressed as desir for that whicb is lacking; for this reason 



desir c n be seen the fundamental ode of existence of the for - itself. 

The desire which characterizes the tor- it elf i the ontological d!sire

to-be. The desire- to-be is the desire of the for- itself to g1ve itself --
tb assivenes and fulln of the in- itself while yet r maining 

conseio sness. This ide 1 union would be consciou' in- itself , or as 

Sartre ca Is it : th -!- it elf-for- it elf. 

"In other words the for- itseliprojects b i Q !..... m - it elf, a being 
which is what it is. It is as being wbich is wbat it is not , and 
which is not bat it is , that the for - itself proj cts bein what 
it is. It is as cORSciousn ss th tit wisb s to aave tbe illpermea
bility and infinite density of the in- itself. It is as the ninilation 
of th in- itself and a perpetu 1 vaslon of its contingency and 
foot1city that it wish s to b its own foundation. This Is why 
the possibl 1 projected 1n gen ral as what the for - itself lacks 
in order to becom in- itself-for- itse f. The fund m ot 1 value 
which presi@s. over this project is exactly the in- itself-for-
Itself ; tbat is , the ideal of a consciousness whie 0 Id be the 
foundation of its own being- in-1 tself by the pure consdouSnes5 
which it would have of itself. It i . t.his ideal which c n b 
called God. Thus, the best way to conceive of th fundamental 
project of buman reality is to say that man is the bein ;ho e 
projeet 1s to be God . •. God, value and supreme end of transcendence, 
represents the permanent 11 it in terms of which man makes known' 
to himse J.f what be 1 s. To b n means to reach toward being God. 
Or . if you prefer , man is fundamentally the desire to be God. n5 

This fundamental detini Uon of man is not to be seen as a "nature" 

OX' "essence". Sartre describeS ,tbis fundamental being in order to provide 

a meanin~ for man ts activities; this being is not a charaot r or substance, 

it is a project which is pur ued in fre om. Moreover , thi project is 

not to be see·n as essential , that is , it is not delll8nded by man I s being ; 

instead , this is an existential project which is sustained and not "giVen". 

This fundamental project is offered as the truth behind man ' s partioular 

proJ cts in the world. Thus , the desire to be God never appears as such: 

particular desires are what man concerns himself wi th , and Sartre points out , 



... .. the delire of being in its bstract purity is the truth of the 
concrete fundamental desire , but it does not exi.t by virtue of 
reality. Thus the fundamental proJect , the person , the treg 
realization of hum n truth Is everywhere In all desires .. . " 

Benco , th occasion 01 a particular desire at nds a the xperience in 

which human truth is expressed. Therefore, the de.Sire to be God 15 not 

a nature of man b t the truth of hi fr edom; mants freedom consists in 

maintaining such a truth. 

Sartre is 0ppOI d to any k' d of "essentialiselt' which might be drawn 

from bis d scription of nlan t s freedom. This freedom is not given to or 

bestowed on man; man is tilat beh" , that human reaH ty which exists in 

and for freedom ; freedom can never be an obstacle to man ~ s being. Man 

is free to the extent that he does not take his being s "given". To 

be human is to question being human; 

" . .• the ab tract, ontological ' desire to be ' i unable to represent 
tbe fundamental , human structure of th individual; it cannot be 
an obstacle to hisheedolll. Freedom in fact ... is strictly identified 
with n:lhilation . The only being which can be called free is the 
being whicb nlhilates its being. Moreover , we know that nihilation 
is a~!f bing and cannot be otherwise. Freedom is precisely 
the being which makes itself a lack of being. But since desire . .. 
i identical with lack of being, freedom can arise only as being 
wbich makes itself a desir of being ; tbat is , as tbe project- for
itself of being in- itself- for- itself. Here we bave arrived at an 
abstract structure wbich can by no means be consider d the 
nature ors ence of freedom. Freedo 1. existence and in it 
existenc precedes essence . The upsurGe of freedom is imm diate 
and concrete and is not to be distinguisbed from its cboice, fro 
tbe person him elf. But th structure under tonsideration c n be 
called th~ truth of freedom ; tbatis , it is the h an meaning of 
freedom ... 1 

T is In pection of Sartr ' s ontology reveals sev ral tbings concerning 

m n' s b ing- in- tue-world. First , 'n is alw JS situated : as a for - itself 

he xists precisely to the extent that he makes there to be a world of 



of being whose ss nee i plies 1ts existence; that is , in which 
ppearance lays clal to being ... Con c10usness !!. _ being suc 

that. !u. it.s being, itS in!! !! gue don!!!..!.2 far !L this 
being m 1 s ~ being oter !L!!itself. We must underst od that 
this being is no other than tbe transphenomenal b log of the 
phenomena and not a nowneoal being wbich is hidden behind them. 
It is ... the being of the world which is implied by consciousness. 
It requies simply that the being of that which appears does not 
exist onll 10 so far as 1t appclilr5 . Tile transphenol~nal being of 
what. .exists for consciou ness is itself in itself ." 

Hence , consciousness is the consciousness of being- in- itself and does 
ha"e . 

notJl 8 silbstant1al1t.y apart from the in- it If. The being of conseious-

ness is In question due to its relation to being- tn- itself which Is 

un- questionable. Consciousness is the being which is conscious of its 

lack of substantiality due to its ocnsciousness ~ being- 1n- itself. 

For consciousness its beiog is in question in its every mode of exht

ence ; ;tbe existence which is th.e nibilation of that whicb is. 

As a being whose bein is in question it might be said of conseious

ness that it attempts to flee itself in an trying to ground its being 

in aod for itself. Tbis flight precipitates and coincides with the 

des1re-l,2-!l! which characterizes the for- itself. The for- itself yearns 

for the maSSive be inA of the in- I tself but wants this being .!!I. itself. 

At the ame time the for- ittelf fe rs its sWbmerg nce baek into the 10-

its 1f, tbat it will beco e an in- itself. This met8ll10rpho is would be 

the death of consciousness; it would beco e a thing, unconsciousness , 

opaque, and brute being- in- itself . As such tbe for- itself strives 

to take being- in- itself for itself so tbat it will be it own grounds. 

Nibilation is an attempt to achieve such a foundation; in nihilatlon 

th free~om of the for- itself is expressed. 

Freedom is expressed in the particular nlhl1ating acts of the 



beings- in- itself. That is , an exists as the consciousness ~ the 

world , as the world in its order , its relationships , and its deterlllina-

t10ns. Ma exist as the m!aninu of the worl i meaning com s to the 

world through th situations constituted by consciousness. S cond , 

man is free to the xtent th t he nihilatts the in- itself; tbis nihilatlon 

Is the imaginative delineation of tbe world as aning- full . To nihilate 

being- tn- itself is to present it as here and now; to nihilate is to 

Third , me ' s sit 8tioo and hi freedom are correlativei 

this correlation can never be reduced to on of its members : to be free 

is to exist in a Aum~ situation. That being Is free who nihilates its 

beingi this nihilation is brought about in the creation of situations 

wli bring meaning into the world. Fourth , man is described 88 a lack ; 

this lac is lim! ted by the in- itself- for - itself. Th~s is why the 

instument.al world discuss d in the first sect.on will ~lWayS be inadequate 

for man. The instrumental world is a means , a device ~or expressing 

the de$ire- to-b ; it is a world of doing which compens~tes for a world 

of being. I 

I 

Here th n is found Sartre t s answer to the questtor ' Wby is the instru

mental world iDa equate? The answer : ecause such a Wrrld exists shere 

nd 10 ; it is inadequate as given for use because its value lies in it 

being re-created in terms of what i~ £!!~. The giVe~ world of things 

"on handtt nd nat hand" exists in and through the nihi~8tiOn of the 

in- itself by the for- itBelf. What this world can be , however . stimulates 

nih'lationi the for- itself value the world in term o} being in- itself

for- itself and this being hi the possibility of the fO~ tself which 



brings about the nihilating act : 

"Ont0109ica11y speaking then it amounts to t.he same thing to say 
that value and possibility exist 8S the internal limits of a lack 
of being which can exilt only as a lack of being -- or th t the 
upsurge of freedom getermines its possibility and thee by circum
$cribes its value.' 

possibility belongs to the for - itself as that which it lacks while value 

1& tho totality of being- in- it elf which is lacking. The upsurge of 

freedom brings with it the conditions for its edstence : 20ssibility as 

that which is nihl1ated in ire existence , and value as that wh ich is 

outside existence and Is the source of meaning. Possibility is the 

being of the in-i tself which the for- itself desires while value is the 

ideal realization of this boing in terms of the for- itsolf ; as such 

value is the in-itself- for - itself. 

Therefore , it is s on that the in trumental world , because it is 

rely " on hand", \1ill centain valu s- of- the-world 'Jhich are basttd 

on utility and efficiency ; to give the world human values , th so values 

on hand must be questioned. H an values arise in thi questioning ; 

but , they must be created for there is no Supreme Bing to come to 8n ' s 

asslatsnco. The values to be created will be indicated by man ' ~ 

failures in the world; tlIese failures will be manife sted in emotional 

consciousnss , that consciousness which in no way relieves III n of the 

responsibili,ty of his existence, instead, it most effectively points 

out this respon 1bility. In such ex~~riences man will see himself as a 

free being who must create his uecasses , they will not be given to 

him ; man is just exactly what he makes him elf to be. 



Ontology, then , establishes the truth of man ' activiti s by 

turning tbem back in upon themselves; each act tak s on an importance 

which be ins with the ct itself. This ans that every conerete um n 

act occurs in freedom; tlereby , the act c rries its meaning with it 

for it is nothin lse but m anio. Ilum n reality provides meaning 

for the world through creative action; this action i the very lif! of 

an ' s being- in- th -'forld; t is is the life of consciousncs . 

Since creation is the life of consciousn SS t an examination of toe 

wax consciousness acts in th world , s tre sees it , will be offered 

next. By doin so it ill be pos ible to determine what creation eans 

i r al:tre , and ho this cr aUon comes about. 



~. Conscioosne,s 

Consciousness does not act ~ the world , but!! the world. For 

Sartre consciousness is not a substance or human essence which acts as 

an agent- thing upon the things of the world. On the contrary, conscious

ness is correlative to the thing of which it is consciousness. As stated 

earlier, the object of consciousness 1 "nothing else than the conscious

ness of that object . This means that the thing appears!! a consciousness 

and not At a consciousness. A thing appears as consciousness through 

nihUation. that act wherein the world is posited as a totality upon 

which the thing rests. Hence , nihilation is a double determination of 

being wherein!!! that is is presented by way of one of its embers : 

a thing. But . as pointed out above. ni ilation is the presentation of 

that- Which -is in ter s of its non-being. When can be said about the 

origin of this non-being with which consciousness is wholly involved? 

SInce consciousness is the being by which non-being comes into the 

world , it must have an absolute quality as such a being . This is so 

because non-being cannot be traced to being- in- itself which excludes it. 

Consciousness must effect this non-being from the position of a certain 

lack of being, a nothingness. It would not be possible for consciousness 

to effect non-being from the substantial being of the in-itself; hence , 

consciousness must have its own mode of being which is defined by its 

role of intIJoducing non-being into the world. To define consciousness 

8S that which produces nothingness is to make consciousness out to be 

that whieh has no being. for being is A21 non-being. For this reason 



consciousness does not begin with being, rather it makes its being i as 

such consciousness is pure spontaneity. At erery moment consciousness 

creates itself out of nothing , the nothingness which is its being. But , 

" • .. this selt-determination of consciousn ss must not b conceired 
as a genesis , as a beco ing, for that would toree us to suppose 
that consciousness is prior to its own existence . Neither is it 
necessary to conceive of this self-creation as an act , for in that 
case consciousness would be conscious (ot ) itself as an act , hioh 
it is not. Consciousness is a plenum of existence, and this de
termination of itself by itself i s an essential characteristic ."9 

Furthermore, 

"consciousness has nothing substantial , it is pure ' appearance ' in 
the sense that it exists only to the degree to wnich it appears . 
But it is precisely because consciousness is pure appe rance , 
because it is tGbal emptine s (since the entire world is outside 
it) -- it is because of this identity of appearance and existence 
within it that it can be considered as the absolute ... jthere Is 
full contingency of the being of consciousness. We wish only to 
show ( 1 ) That nothing is the cause of consciousness ' lb2) That 
consciousness is the cause of its own way of being,'· 

Hence, b ing-in~itself is not the cause of the nothing which causes 

consciousness ; rather this nothing arises in the upsurge of conscious

ness. And, nihilatioD is the process by which this nothing causes 

consciousness. 

For instance , I am conscious of this table because I am not it and 

it is not The table is here , i t is a thing, because I apprehend 

it as here and not as so ewhere else. Its being here !2! -! is attri 

butable only to my consciousness of it as here. I nihilate the being

in- itself of tbe table in order that it may be distinguished from the 

totalit.y ot the 1n- itself. But, since nihilation is only the double 

determination of the in- itself wh reby the In-1 tsel! is "totalized" in 

terms of the thing which appears , this table appears on the background 



of the world wbich it is not. The table appears to me because I have 

in some way surrounded the world with a cloak of nothingness , the 

world as non-being, and , the table indicates this nihllated world by 

being precisely this table before me. In this way I perceive the table 

on the background of a "non- perceptual" totality Which is indicated 

by this table ; this ·'non- perceptual"' totality is crea£ed by consciousness 

in order that thing!!! appear; without this background the thing is 

submerged in the undifferentiated mass of being- itself. 

Nihilation is the process whereby I pod t this thing as an obi.ect 

of consciousness : thi table . The loc tion of this thing , its character 

as a thing- upon-whlch- to-write , thirty inches high , etc. , are the 

~ualities whclh I designate as belonging to this table. Yet it must be 

pointed out that these qualities are qualities .2! the table and not 

fictions which I have drawn from mJ subjectivity. Tbe thing is what 

provides for these quaU ties and my consciousness always remains in

tention I toward this particular thing. Qualities are merely the 

successive consciousnesses which I have of the thing, the way the thing 

appears to me. In fact , these qualities are nothing elte than the 

existence of my consciousness; my consciousness exists the table by 

$urroundingit with non- being : the successive profiles of the thing. 

The thing in itself is wi thout parts , without succession; in-itself it 

is fullness and inert. The object Dtable" h the synthetic union of 

the profiles of the thing. The tbing has an infinite number of profiles 

which can never be exhaust d by consciousness. M, consciousness of the 

thing as a table is the way 1 nihilate this infinite number of profiles 

through the use of a concept "table" . But this conceJ>t c n be traced 



only to the "totality" upon which the thing appears i that is , the concept 

represents the thing in relation to tIs position within the tota11ty of 

what is . The cOllcept is the way the thing is given a "center'". a locus 

of qua 11 ties i the concept always gets at thi s center by making there to 

be such a being- thing. The concept is what organizes the successive 

profiles of the thing into those of "table~ , a thing- upon-whieb- to

write, thirty incb s high , etc. 

So the object- consciousness , or appearance , of a thing is the thing 

as it is not : the non-b tng of the thing . Consciousness exists the 

thing by positing it as an Object , by surrounding it with non-bein~. 

"Thus the being of the Object is pure non-being. It is de fin d as 
lack. It is that whieh escapes , that which by definition will 

never be given , that yyich offers itself only in fleeting and 
suocessive profiles," 

Consciousness , therefore , is totally involved with the appear nee of 

things. This being the case, consciousness has no existence except in its 

role as the revelation of what is. Yet consciousness il, so it must have 

a structure which supportS It as pure appearance; and , since all that is 

is on th side of being- In- itself, this structure mu t be related to that 

being. 

"Cons8iousness is consciousneu of som thing. This eans that 
transcendence is the constitutive structure of consciousness i 
that is , that consciousness 1s born §upported R1 a being y~iCh is 
not Itself. this is what we call the ontologie 1 proof." 

Consciousness rests on the found tion of that being which it is not , 

being- in- itself, ther by it is ontological1y grounded. 

Consciousness of a thing follows the fact that a thing 1-: conscious-



nelS doe not constitute the thing, conscioQsness coincides with the 

appearance of the thing. The thing exists through consciousness because 

consciousness transcends the particular ppearance tow rd the thing in 

1tself. This is so because the appearance Is ~ appearance ; its parti 

oularity being designated by the consciousness which tr nscenda it to-

ward the fullness of the thing. The appearance , then , appears as a 

transcendent object. This can occur only because consclousn ss posits 

the infinlt possible appearance of the thing which this particular 

appearance is not. 

"It is an impo sibll1ty on principle for tbe terllS of an infinite 
series to exist all at tbe s e tl e before oonsciousness , long 
along with tile re 1 absence of all the terms except for the one 
which is the foundation of objectivity . If present these impressions 

ven infinite in number -- would dl solve in the subjective; it is 
their absence wbich gives them objective being. Thus the being of 
the object is pure non-being ... But how can non- being be the 
foundation of being? . .. It is true that things give themselves in 
profile; that is , simply by. appearances. Aod it is true that eacb 
appearance refers to other appe ranoes. But each of them is 
already in itself alone a transcgndent being, not a subjective 
at rial of impression -- a1§lenltude ~ being, not a lack -

a pre enee, not an abseoc . It 

Thus the consciousness of a thing derives Its being from the thing 

itself. The particularity .of the appearance derives its being by being 

a p rtlcular appearance of a thing which is Tanscendent of the ppear

ance. Consciousness of the thing is consoiousness as the appe ranee R! 

the thihg; the thing by being for consciousness is the bein ~ con

sciousness. Ther by , the being of the nihilation of the thing, hich 

is pure appearance , rests 00 the being of the thing. 

"To 8ay that consoiousness is consciousness of som thing Is to say 
that it U$t produe itself 8 a rev aled- revelation of a being 
which it is not and which gives itself a5 already existing when 
consciousness reveals it. Thus we have left pure appearance and 
hay arrived at full bing. Consciousness is a being whose 
existence posits its essence, and inversely , it is eonso10usness 



for - its If; that is , as con ciousness of the thing nihilated. Every 

particulareonsciousnesR of a thing must pass toward th meanln,g of 

the thing and not its being. This is so because consciou ne. s is 

fundamentally freedom and thereby expresses this freedom outsid 

being- In- itself. Hence , the aning of a thing is revealed in and by 

the activity of consciousness sinc it is already present to the thing 

itself. More precisely , it is the characteristic fr edom of conscious

ness which is expressed in the revelation of the thing as meaning and 

not as being_ 

But the nihilation of the thing by consciousness is not 8 subjective 

process which brings forth meaning fOE the thing ; rabher nihilation 

produces the meaning £! the thing. The nlhilation which produees 

meaning is founded on being- In- itself so this meaning is the aning of 

the thing and not all external attach nt applied by consciousness. 

Consciousn as is empty and cannot. produce anything for being- In- itself; 

consciousness can only reveal what is already thre. But if consciousness 

is empty and meaning Is meanin £i being- in- itself, then consclou nes 

must exist !Alb!! meaning . Otherwise this aning would rem n in 

the impenetrable mass of the in- 1tself. 

Furtbermore, since meaning is realized in the totality of being, and 

since this totality is a construction of consciousness , and since 

consciousness is anihllaUng function by which the non-being of what is 

appears , then meaning must result from the construction of a world of 

non-being. This world of non-~eing Is nothing else th n the world of 

being !! meaningful; non- being is th existence of meaning. Therefore , 

it is quite right to equate meaning with nihilatlon , freedom, and 



consciousness. So there 1s 8 coincidence of being- for- itself, freedom, 

and meaning at the b sis of an · s activities which grounds them on the 

in- itself but not as tbe being of tb in- itself, r ther as the in- itself 

1l!!.2l. The signi!1cance os tbis is that th 'products" 0 an r S 

activities will blays be those whicb are con ti tuted as not being that 

whicb is . Man may live in the world but he cannot change it as it ll, 

he can cnly cbange it as it !!!2l. His constructions within the world 

will be in the order of non- being, neve .. ' in t~e order of being- in- itself . 

Thus , man IIU t tlchoose" his pOsition in the world and wOl'k to effect a 

transformation of the aning of his psoition. This can be done only 

by comprehending the totality of his world through the particularity 

of its appe ranee. This is possihle because of the transcendental 

character of the particular; and , men can comprehend this transcendental 

charact r of the particular because he is transeendentally free. 

Thi transcendental freedom may he expressed in and by tbe imagina

tion , S rtre claim .. , for it is the imagination which apprehends the 

transcendental nature of an object. As Sartre say~ , 

"Indeed , what is thi free consciousness whose nature is to be the 
consciousness ~ something, but whic~ , f~~ this very reason, con
structs itsel! before the real Bud which surpasses it at each 
rno nt because it can exist only by fbeing- in- the-world ', that is 
by living 1t relation to the real as a situation , what is i t , 
indeed , if not simply consciousness such it reveals itself to 
itself in the cogito? Is not doubt the very primary condition of 
of th cogito. that is , at once the constitution of the real as a 
world and its negation from this same ~oint of view an4 does not 
does not reflective grasp of the doubt as doubt coincide with the 

podictic intuition of freedom? '1e may t.herefore conclude that 
imag1nation h not an empirical and superadded pOlier of conscious

_ ness , it is the whole of consciousness as it realizes its freedom ; 
~ every concrete and real situation of consciousness in the world is 

big with imagination in as much as it always presents itself as 
withdra ing from tb real . It does not follow that all pee ptiOD 



of the real ust reverse itself in imagination, but as conscious-
Des 15 alw ya t in a situation ' bee use it is always free , it lways 
and at each moment. has th concrete possibility of producing the 
unreal ... The unreal is produced out51d of the world by a conscious
ness whicb stays ia!h! world and it is because he is transcendent
ally free that n can imagln. But In its turn , the 1m gin tion •.. 
is the n cessary condition for the fr edo of emprieal man in the 
midst of the •• rld. For , if the ne ating function belonging to 
consc1ou nes ... is what makes the act of imagination possible , it 
must be added that thl function c n manifest itself only in the 
imaginative act. The gliding of the world into the bo om of 
bothing ness and tbe e rgence of human reality in this very 
nothingness c n h ppen only through the position of sOJnething which 
is nothin ness in realtion to the world and in relation to which 
the world Is nothing. By this we evidently define th structure 
of th i aginatl00 •. . The imaginary is in every afge the 'something ' 
coner te toward which the existent Is surpassed." 

TbQS the 1m gination supplies the "something" which was called meaning 

earlier; that is , meaning is that which is surpassed beyond tbe existent. 

At the same time the imaginatiVe consciousness is the condition for the 

per.eption of the worlQ as aning!ul. In the imaginatiDn is found the 

concrete nihilating act of consciousness as It expresses its funda~ntal 

freedom. 

This examination of consciousness has revealed it to be that which 

creates meaning; consciol.lsne s eX t:; as this meaning of th world. The 

creation of the ,aning of the world is the world as it S.il!!~. The creation 

of eaning is the life of consciousness , its very freedom i yet , conseious-

ness is free to create in the oreer of Jlon- being only; being-in-itself 

lacks nothing , 1t is fullness itself. As such consciousness exists as 
on the 

the non-being of what is; this existence Is basedAmode of consciousness 

which provides Don-being : the imaginative conseiousness. It is the 

imaginative consciousne s whieh provides the "non- perceptual totality" 

as a background for the appearance of the world. For this reason , 

Sartl'e argues , it is the imaginative consciousness which is wholly 



the condition for ther bein consciousness of the world. 

Therefore, the next task of this paper will be to offer a view of the 

imagination as it is presented by Sartre in order to learn how an ts 

freedom is concretely expressed "in SituaUon". After this view of 

the imagination it will be possible to gather the preceding ideas and 

form a b sis for au aesthetic theory ; it is the 1 agination which offers 

the key to such a theory based on man ' s ~ being- in- the-world. 



Q. Ima ination 

Sartr states that a thing can exist for consciousness in two ways : 

it cCln exist. !!!. fact and it CRn exist !.! i 8ge.16 In the fir t case the 

thing appears as perception: It is perceived in a eries of profile: 

which are not constituted by aonsciousness. The thing must be present 

for these profile to appear , the perception of a thing designates it as 

a fact. On the other hand , the thing can appear in the imagination. 

In this c se th thing is constituted wi thin con sci ousness precis 1y 

a the consciousness which constitutes it. The thing as present excludes 

the formation of its image because consciousness is present to a thing 

only through perception. It may be argued , as Sartre does , that the 

image of a thing is the absence of the thing as being present in conscious-

ne s. 

Yet a distinction must be made bet~ en the way a perception presents 

the thing and the wayan image presents it. First , the perception presents 

the thing as it is at a particular instant. The perception does not abort 

the thing on purpose; as a perception the appearance of the thing is a 

profile , a certain view of the thing whieh is alwys presented asone 

of an infinite number of possible profiles. The ima 6 , on the other hand , 

may present the thing as a single isolated view without relation to 

other images of the thing. The image presents the thing in a definite 

situation; in fact , the thing appears as credible due to its situation 

in the 1 age. Th perception appears as being subject to an infinite 

series of perceptions the truth of which is given only in the total 

series. However , 8$ n ti oned ear 1 er , ani i fl nite n umber of appearances 



cannot b present to consclousn~s at the same time ; instead , eaoh 

appearanc ust contain within itself its referential character 

that character which relates it to the rest of the s ries. The image, 

hm,cvcr , does not oontain such a character. It is se li- contained. 

Moreover , it may be argued that the i age presents the thing in sucb 

a way that an imagin ry background is provided upon which n effective 

perception can occur. That 1s , the image presents the infinite series 

of the possible perceptions as ab ent, and it is: this absence which 

constitutes the particular peroeption aa bing !hi! perception. 

But there is a proble here. If a perception CBn oocur only because 

an image presents the bsent mbers of the series , does that an that 

the image and th per eption happen at the same tim? This problem i 

solved by pointing out that the image functions through the perception 

but never at the same time. The perception of the thing is a real 

contact with the thin as present j the real world is made up of just 

such realities. But the thing , the synthetic union of the iolini te 

series of profiles which ppear as an object of consciousness , can only 

be effected by way of tile image. The image serves as the "glue" which 

binds tb succeeding perceptions together ; it makes out of thet e perceptions 

an 9~lec~ of perception . How so~ 

Consciousness is always consciousness of something. This comething 

is the obl~.1 of consciousness. A thing can be an object of consciousness 

only in one of its finite mod s , the rest of the series must be absent. 

But the thing in itself is complete; it has no parts , no profiles in 

itself. It is in consciousness that the tbing ha profile~ ' Th se profiles , 



nonethel SS t are profiles of the thing , but only because the thing appears 

as ~ being its suceessive profiles . Tbe profiles appear to the extent 

that the thing is presented as being infinitely more than eacb of its 

profiles. It is the 1m ge which makes such a presentation . It does so 

by pres ntina the thing a sitlated; that is , the thing is laeated in space 

and time .. This situation makes the thin~ cr .. dible , and , thereby , a 

source of knowledge. Th refore , the rc ption of the thing is the 

effective.!!!!. of an image which underlies it as the "transcendental 

condi tiOD of eonsciousnessn~7 Tbere is , then , no conflict between the 

image and the perception within th ir repsective consciousnesses. 

There remains, bowever , the difficulty in distinguishing between 

perception and an image . Sartre declar s that this distict ion is 

immediately given upon the formation of one or the other. 

··When I ,"woke the image of my friend Pet r, I do not make a false 
judgment about a state of my body. Rather , my friend Peter 
a ea~ !2~; not , to be s~re , as some thing, as actually present , 
as there. But he appe rs to me !! 1m ge. Doubtless I must shift 
tf) reflection to formulate the judgment , ' 1 have an image of Peter ', 
directing y attention not to the object of the image but to the 
image it elf as a psychic r allty. But this shift to reflection 
in no way alters the positional quality of the image. I do not 
~ake up, I do not right myself , I do not suddenly discover la8t 
I formed an image . . • 1 ~ .ill. along .l!.t.!lll was .!!! im ge." 

Thus the image carries with it the consciousness that it is an image . 

The image, therefore , is a "psychic reality" which can be reflected on ; 

it has certain eb 1"80te1"1stic5 which can b established throu b such 

re flee ti on. 

The first characteristic determined about the image is that 1t is 

a consciousness. The inage i not a picture !n consciousness , it is ~ 



consciousn SSt that is , to have an image i$ to be conscious of the 

imagined object. The image might beter be described as an i agined 

conseiousn ss. The di tinctin between perception and imagination may 

be useful bere : 

" ... wheth r I see or imgine that chair , the obj ct of my perception 
and th t of my image are id ntic 1: it is that chair of straw on 
which I am seated. OnlYl~onsciousness is relateJ! In two different 
way to the same chair." 

The object of perception Is the same a~ the object of the image; the 

difference lies in their distinctly difierent ways of presenting the 

object. Perception "encounters" the object , the!!!.!. object is per-

tetYed. On the other hand , Imagination create. a synthetic organization 

which "situates" the object; the object i~ presented in en unreal context. 

This unreal situation is nothing but the imaginative conscDousness of 

the object. 

To establish the second characteristic of the image Sartre describes 

the way imagination differs from perception and conception in their 

separate apprehensiollS of the object. Tbe perceptual consciousness 

Observes objects in their concrete existence. It views them in profile : 

each view is representative of the object but not exhaustive of it. The 

conception of an object , however , grasps the ubject at its very center : 

the object is p'resented in its essential form, in its essential whatness. 

The concept is the source of that knowledge which is conscious of itself ; 

it is imediate knowledge of the object. The image is similar to the 

concept in that immediate knowledge of the object is given with the 

formation of the image. This i ediate knowledge differs from the 

knowledge gained from the perception of an object which must be accwnu-

lated througb successive profiles. But the image differs from both the 

perception and the concept in that it suffers from an "essential poverty". 



All the knowledge 09 the image is ilBl!lediately given t no reflection· 

upon the image produces further knowledge of the object. With this 

in mind SartT says that th image can be "quasi- observed" , that is 

it can be een only by taking in everything at once which is contained 

in it. It cannot be tJluned around , nor extended trhough reflection ; 

all the kno ledge that it contain i presented at a 91ance. This is 

the second characteristic of the image . It is this characteristic which 

makes the image a source of knowledge ; n mely , the fact that it can be 

seen at a glance , ther is knowledge i diately given with nothing 

hidden , the image can function as true knowledge; It can become data 

for conceptualization . Th1 leads to the consequence that the intention 

of CQn ciousness to imagine an object simul tane01ls1y produces the 

imaginative con c10usness of that abject. Within and by the intentional 

act to imagine , the image appears; thus , the imaginative consciousness 

.t ••• consciousness never precedes the object , the intention reveals 
itself to itself at the s me time that it realizes itself , in and 
by realization. H20 

I 

n the i aginative aCi the object may appear in four w~ys : as non-

existent , as absent , as existing elsewhere, or the object may be replaced 

with the imaginative conscrl ousness itself in a "neutralized" form, that 

is , the object may be left un- posited .21 The object in every case has 

a positi onal character lfhibh excludes !.ill presence . This is necessarily 

the case since the real prlsence of the object is the occasion for 

perception. Ther fore, thie third c laractel'istic of t11e image is that 

it posits ts object as a non- being, a nothingness , an unreality . 

Because the imaginative consciousness posits its object as a non- being 

0) 



1t must as the responsibility for its existence . Non- being is 

excluded from the thi.lng which is obJectised, therefore the existence of 

the objeot is bound up ith th consciousness which effects the object. 

The obj ot 88 non-being makes consciousness out to be a pure spontaneity 

which must create i tself at every moment; this is the foruth characteri stic 

of the image. It is pUl"e spontan ity because the existence of non-being 

can never be grQunded in itself, it must constantly be intentional 

toward the being- In- itself of which it is the non- being ; hence , it must 

be d a consciousn s at every moment. This is the task of the 

imaginative consciQusness; this is the task wherein man expre ses his 

fundamental freedom. 

me 
For instance, y imagination apprehend this thing beforeAas that-

upon-whieh- I -write, here and now, with this color , shape , etc. This 

particular object is an image of the table : the table as it exists in 

the situation of my writing on it, at this tim , in this world. Th ~age 

is credible because it occur. as an appr hension of this thi8g in a 

certai! situation. My existence as writing- on- this - table c n be equated 

with the table- on-thich- I - rite because my act of writing and the tabl 

are bound together in a co on si uation , each element of which refers 

dirac tQ every other lement. It is this interrelationship of elements 

and their int r - dependency which determin s them as in- a-situation. But 

this situation is nothing but the imaginative conscio8sness of any on6 

of the e1 .. nts , the consciousness which presents the ensemble at a 

glance. In such a consciousness ev ry element has equal validity and 

importance because of their common p8rticip~tion in 8 situation . Thus , 



I::who-~ rite and tb table- upon-whicb- I - l'i te ar existentially equal 

in tbe image. Tbis equality Is what gives the image its credibility 

,;;;:;;;;.;:.:~; the eaning being just the organization of the elements 

of the lmag. This meaning bestows particularity upon ~ table; it I s 

this table because I write on it and i me~ningfJl for the same reason. 

My image of the table presents it as the tahle of this rn~anin ful 

situ tion. 

The imaginative consciousness has a unique relationship to the 

thing : it is th thing as it !!n2!. Imagin tion surroun the thing 

with a cloak of nothin ness which m st be seen as a ill.! ........ = ......... .2i ~ 

thin l¥hile th real object 'is ajseri s of profiles which unfold in 

time. the ab ence gf the thing , the non- existence of the thinu . or the 

thing !! existing elsewhere are real qualities of the thing which exist 

as consciousness. The consciousness by which these latter qualities 

exist is as much a real consciousness a t he consclou ness by which 

~ perceptions exist. The difference between the two presentations 

of the thing . its reali ty and its non- being . lies in the \.ay It is 

presented by consciousness. In the case of the image the thing is 

presented a., existing but as existing as an unreaU ty. Perception 

presents it as existing as a reality. Both ~onsciousnesses are equally 

.!2l. and both refer to the 5 e thing; bu.t their relationslip to the 

thing di f ers. The thing s a being- in- itself is beyond both :;:eali'ty 

a ld uDli'eali ty; it mer-ely .!.§.. It is the i 8ije lthich "totalizes" what is 

in order that thi'!. thing Dl13Y appearj it is upon this "totalization" 

that a perception occurs. Vi thout t.his prior image of the situation 

a perception would be meaningless. This is not to .. ~eny tl1at perception 
. :1 
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is independent of the i a ination , r ther th rooaning of perception 

comes only by way of the Imaginat'on; perception can p esent !hi! thing, 

this real object only upon the background of the imagine 5i tllation. 

"To posit an image is to construct an object on the fringe of the 
whole of reality , which means therefore to hold the real at a 
distanre r to free oneself from it , in a word, to deny it. Or , 
in other words . to deny that an object belongs to the real Is 
o deny tbe real in positing th obj~ct; the two negations are 

complem ntary . the form.r being thecon4ition of the latter . We 
know. besides, that the totality of the real , so long as it Is 
grasped by consciouGne s as a synthetic situation for that con
ciousness , is the world. There Is then a two- fold requisite of 
consc~ousness to imagine : it must be able to posit the world 
in its synthetic totality , and , it must be able to posit the 
1ma in object as bein beyond the reach of this synthetic 
totality , that2~s , posit tb world as a nothingness in reI tion 
to the 1m ge." 

In order for an image to ppear rather than a perception there must 

be an "on hand" situation which suddenly becomes too difficult. For, 

instance , take the example discussed in Section A where a conceptual 

manipulation failed and the individual became "emotional~\. This 

emotional presentation of the world could be the basis for an imaginative 

re- creation of th situation wherein the world vias reorganized about 

~n image Hhicb was not disturbing, that is , not emotional. The despair 

experienced in the "on hand" situation laid the world bare before the 

individual; this imediate confrontation of the .!ll., which is being- in

itself without d1fferentlation, is awe- full or wonder-full , depending 

on the tYl~ of situation . As such the world presses in on the individual 

and h ,fee 5 himself b iny subm r edin this 1 num of being~ he beco tiS 

tteruotiollal't. To recover hi being- for - its If, to re-establisb bis h an 

being-in-the-\~o!'ld , be ust re- create the way being- in-i tse If appears . 

He performs this re- creetion through the iasgination. 

Thus the imagination furnishes a field for hwnan enterprise i the 
f 

/ 



human contribution to being- In- itself is nothing . but this nothing is 

everYtbing that is human . Human consciousness is the existence of the 

nothingness of all - that- is. 

"Now we are at the point of understanding the meaning and the 
al of the 1m ginary. The imaginary appears ' on the foundation 

of the world t, but reciprocally all apprehension of the real as 
world implies hidden surpassing wards the imaginary. All 
imaginative consciousness uses the world as the negated founda
tion of th imaginary and reciprocally all consciousness of the 
world calls and motivates an imaginative consciousness of the 
world as grasped from the particular ~anlng of the situation . 
The apprehension of notbingnes S c,juld n • .Yt occur by an immediate 
unveiling, it develops in and by the free succession of acts of 
consciousness , the nothingness i the material of the surpassing 
of the world towards tho imaginary. It is sucb that it is lived. 
wi thout ever being posited for itself. There CQuid be no d velop
lng consciousness without an imaginative consciousness , and 
vice vorsa. So imagination , far from appearing as an actual 
charactedstie of consciousness turns out t~3be an essentiai and 
transe ndental condition of consciousness." 

Imagination , then , is the key mode of consciousness by which man 

expressos his freedom. Man is not free to change being- in- itself , at 

that level freedom 18 meaningless. Freedom begins on the human side 

of all that is , ontha side of meaninG. on the side of nihilation. 

Brute being , massive . inert , without organization or distinction is 

without lack: it merely!! . Freedom begins in the upsurge of lack . in 

the upsurge of being-for- itself; freedom begins in the uJsurge of nothing

ness. Freedom is that which is limiteu by Jl2!!!J...!llI.; for this reason 

the world can nel(e~: be a lim! tation for [/um t s freedom. man jus t happens 

to be in a wOl."ld. But this world is his condition for 001n9 free, 

nonetheles·s. In this world be must live and move; b It, his freedom 

consists in re-making the world for hImself : thi is his humanity. 

To re-make what is , to creat wor ld for himself is the task of human 

reality. 



So it turns out that man t s bein - in- the-world is indeed nothing 

else than his consciousness!! the world. As such man is a distinctive 

being : a b log who is in tbe world !1 being conscious of the world. 

Hls con ciol.l~ness of the world pr sents the w rId in two forms : the 

"instrumental" world. and the "emotional" world. Both of the e worlds , 

however . have the sam quality of existence ; they are both!!!l. But 

it is the emotional world wbich presents the world in its immediacy ; 

as such the world is stripped bare of its values and meaning~ and an 

can get a glimpse of his uselessness. This glimpse may be hidden behind 

a fabrioation of instrwaent8tion , whioh accounts for the in trumental 

world , or tbis glimpse can offer man Q chance to redeem himself in terms 

of himself. A lucid view of all that is reveals to man his ab olute 

contingency and absolute responsibility at one stroke. Such a view 

reveals the pOiSibiUty of freedom; the free being of m n as ~n , tbe 

for- itself as the in- itseli- for - itselt. But the view of being- in-itself 

in no way reveals to man why he is what he is ; Why? begins this side of 

being- In- itself. To ask Why? is to have assumed the freedom of man ; 

to ask Why freedom? is to have posited the freedom of consciousness to 

esk such a question ; conscioutmess is nothing else than the question 

of its being. But in its very being it posits that being which it would 

l!!. as unql.lestionable- qu S tioning : being- in- i t.elf-for - it elf. To posit 

such being is the origin of fr edam, the origin of human re lity. 

If the human condition Is such as Sartre makes 1t out to be , an 

aesthetic theory which aspires to dequately incorporate this viewpoint 

must rest on the recognition that there are no absolutes in the world. 

The only ab olute flo' r man is lIlan himself, be what he may . And , if man 



is the being such that in its being, its being is in question in so far 

as this being implies a being pther than its If, an aesth tic theory for 

such a man must begin by questioning that which it aspires to do . But 

this questioning cannot be an excuse for ill construoting such a theory , 

rather the ql.l stioning must be the basis of the theory . Hence , the 

theory will take the question, Why art? 8S it. basis and motivation. 

The second part. of this paer will present such a theory. 



PART II 

aa Aesthetic theory 



i'? 
Sartre has claimed that human reality~fundamentally the desire- to- be ; 

this desire is the truth of man t s activ1ties. This desire depends , 

however , on the for- itself not being wht it desires to be; that is , 

the for- itself must lack the being which it desires. But how does this 

lack appear to a concrete for - itself, that is , to a consciousness in 

the world? Tlle ontological truth is not a real existent , so how is 

man ts lack revealed to him in his real projects? This lack is revealed , 

fir~t of all , through man ' s failures , but these failures would only be 

neutral experiences if man had no aim which these failures indicate . 

Each failure man experiences indicate a value which provides the context 

for that failure. But now arahhese values maintained when man is not 

failing? Emotion is a negative appearnee of a value, that is , emotion 

resal t5 in th failure of Q vahe. In what way doef! man .contribute 

values to the world in a positive sense? The answer to tbese questions 

will be baaed on the fact that a value stands as the being which man 

would be; every concrete value for the world exists as a lack in human 

reality. Hence , that existence which contributes value into the world, 

th t reveals to man his lack, that evidences his desire- to-be , must in 

its very existence point to the in- itself- for - itself as its ideal. Sartre 

holds th t one such existence is the work of art . What does he take 

the work of art to be? 

Sartre formulates a 1 for th work of art : it is an unreality.24 

To support this formulation he calls upon hi description of the imag1-

native consciousness as tbat consciousness which creates unrealities; 



one such unreality 1s the work of art . For instance . he feels that 

paintiny, as a work of art , is not the real paints and c nvas which can 

be perceived . r ther th work of art i the unreal existence of these 

el~ments. He refers to a painting of Charles VIIi : 

"We understood at the very outset that his Char s VIII was an 
object . But this , obciously , is not the sam object as is the 
Vainting , the c nv s . which re the re 1 objects of he paint ing . 
As long as we observe the canvas and the fra~ themselves the 
e thetb obj ot ' Charles VIII t uill not appear. It is not that 
it is hidden by the picture, but because it cannot present itself 
to realizing consciousness . It will · ppear at tIe moment when 
eonsciousnes , undergoing a rad! al chang~s1n which th~ world is 
negated , wJll itself beeo e i aginative:' l-' 

The frame , the capV' s , the various paint re the real objects which 

are perceived, but the aesthet i c object which constitites the work of art 

is i~a~ined : it i unreal . The perceived objects serve only as n 

"analoyue" for the aesthetic object. By boalogue Sartre mean the real 

eountervart of tl unreal object. As discussed earlier , a thing ha~ 

both real qualities and unreal quali~ies , neither of which is privileged , 

they b~ve ~q~ 1 existence with respect to the thing itself . Whether a 

thing appears as real or unreal depends on the way its situation is 

imaginatively constituted. An art object will appear when a thing is 

presen't. d through an affection. This eans that the physical an 109ue 

of the art object wlll function as an affective pres ntation of the 

world which sti ulates the ima inatlon to bring about the art object . 

Uow does this occur? 

The perception of the paint on a canvas can neVer caa e the aesthetic 

object to appear . In order that t he aesthetic object may be apprehended 

it must be constituted by the imngination. This imaginative conseious-

ness can 1n no way grasp the real objects; only perception Cijn present 

the objects which are real. But what ar e the unreal objects of imagination? 



"That which is real , we must not fail to note , are the results of 
t bu. ~trokes , t.e stickin s · of tLe canvas , its grain , tle 
polish spre d over the colors. But all this doe not constitute 

obj ct f ac h tic wreciatio. \' hat is ' b a tiful ' is 
something which canDot be experi nc d as perception and which , 
by it ery aturc , is out of th world ... The fa t of e atter 
is that th painter did not realize his ment 1 im ge at all : he 
h S cOlstructed . m terlal analogue of .,ucb a kin th&t2 veryone 
can grasp the image pro ided he looks at tbe analogue." 

As a result the art object does not xist in the r 81 p inting, rather, 

as art object the pairlting is unreal. Tbis unreal object exists nowhere 

but in consciousness , be It the consciousness of the artist or the spec

tator. But this is not to make the art object erely an "idealistic" 
o 

construct n of the ind which exists indepondently of its object , the 

thing. The material analogue of the art object is tbe evidence that 

there is an art obj ct in existence. This evidenc is the foundation of 

the art object beoa se it is th correlate of the Image of the thing, 

both of which indicate being- In- itself. The image is the non- being of 

a cerain being- In- itself, it is strictly intentional toward it object. 

Without .this object , which is posited by the i agin tion as an unreality , 

there can be no art object. The imaginative consciousness can never 

be an object to itself as i ginative; it can beco an object for 

consciousness only through reflection. But in reflection the imaginative 

consclousnes , or the image , i posited as an object by consclousn 86 

which is still Int ntiona1. But the image whieh appears to the relectlve 

consciousne., is not the art object , the image which appears is 

consciouaness itself. In this movement the art Qbj ct disappears. 

It will reappear only upon the dvent of the i aginative consciousness 

toward the physical analogue. 

What Sartre means when be I~ys that the esthetic object will appear 



to anyone who looks t the analogue, 1 that "looking" is the ordinary 

way of approaching a physical object , and , for that reason it is the 

way to timulat! ae Uletic appreciation. But this looking doe not 

cause this appreciation . By looking at the physical obJ ct certain 

perceptual objects will appear but these objects will become aesthetic 

only in the i agination. This transformation can be explained by saying 

that the rceptual obj cts are affect~.d by consciousness because it 

apprehend the in a new wal. For instance, the reds and blues of a 

painting are seen to have certain tones and shades , but these colors 

become aesth tic when they are 1m ginot1vely created as being the colors 

with certain relations , tb colors with certain harmont's , the colors 

wltb certain qualities. All thes __ ~t~ed~ characteristic of the colors 

occur due to an int ntlon of consciousness to apprehend them as such. 

To merely see the colors is to sustain tb III in the real world. seeing 

t eem is to keep the real. They become unreal when consciousness 

lapse~ i r.to its lma9inative mode . the cause for this lapse can be 

attributed only to the thing itself , and not the real object. The lapse 

merely indicates that the real Object revealed a certain lack to oon-

seiousn 58 which could b fulfilled only in the imagination. But this 

lack refers to the thing i tseU which is beyoml the real. 

By excluding the l't work fro th real world Sartre bas pIeced it 

in the realm of non-being. As such its cilarct risties will be in the 

order of this r a~. These characteristics need to be delineated. 

First , the work of art is an 

" . .• unreal collection of new thin~, of object, 1 have never seen 
or . " II ever see , but hie are not less uneeal because of it , 



objects whloh do not exist 1- !h! 2a ntlog, not anywhere in the 
tlOrld , but which t.lanifcst thems hes by means of the canv~f ' and 
which have gotten hold of it by SOlI ort of poss saion." 

These "new thIngs" are the relaionships, th order , th inter lay and formal 

characteristic of the obj ots of the painting. These things are unrea l 

precisely because they do not exi t in the r a1 world; tbey cannot 

be seen, touched , fondled , or heard ; they are strictly imaginative . 

S cond, the work of art Is credible. It appears as the conseiousnss 

of itself ; it is transparent and known through and through. As pointed 

out earlier , th image is kn~n imm diately for what it is due to its 

presentation of elements that are inter-dependent. The inter-dependence 

of the elements 1 l_ediate1y grasped as certain. A red in a work 

of art ppears as a certain red which is related tc) a certain ~hape and 

textur ; its 10cation in the situation presented by the image stablishes 

its cr dibl1ity. The totality of the elements of the art work makes each 

of them a neoessary part. This credibility of the art work sets it 

up as source of knowledge. 

Third , the art work is a aoing. The totality which is given in 

the art work assigns specific roles to every element. In these rol s 

the elements hav a definite location and function ; as such they become 

niogful. Their relationships to eacb other , tbeir co on situation 

III ke them inter-d pendent and meaningful to each other. The toul1ty 

of these inner r lationships constitutes the meaning of the art work. 

It is 8 eaning because it pres nts 8 possibility : the possibility of 

being a being- in- itself which ~xists as a for- itself. This possibility 



is Iau ble because it indicates a cbance for man to attain his Ideal : -
the in- itself- for - itself. But this chance only takes thc form of a 

symbol of the ideal; the ida1 appear as unrcal, hence without the 

fullnes of being- in-itself. 

Fourth , and most imporaant of all , the art work stands as the ex-

pression of an ' s fre dOI4. In it Ulan effeots his characteristic bing :· 

the nihllation of being- in- itself. Every art work is a concrete 

establishment of value in terms of what m n can be, what he desires to 

be : the in-ltself- for- itself. This desire- to- be appears concretely as 

an act of appropriation which Sartre calls the ~ of a~t. 

"Art is an activity of appropriation , ei th ~ wholly or in part , and 
hat it wants to appropriate beyond the concrete object of i~8 

quest is being itself, the absolute being of the 1n- i tself." 

This appropriation takes place through creation; the creatbon of a 

ork of art puts the artist at the origin of a concrete existence. The 

art object exists tbrough the artist, the object is!!!. On the other 

hand , the al't object exists epax:t from the artist in so far as it can 

appear tv anyone. Once tbe creation is completed th art object beoomes 

a part of the world , availabl to any other imagination. But this very 

"oth~rness' is what makes tbe object lli. If the object hae no separate 

existence it would be the artist himself. That wbicb is his is. that 

· whioh is not the artist wbi1 it depends on him for its existence. It 

is his to the extent that he is ra ponsible for its existence, but this 

responsibility i possi 1e only because the object may exist in some 

other consciousness; that is , the artist takes It ~ bimself , this 

"taking" constitutes z;.;:;.=:.:;:.:s;.:i;.::o;.:::,n. Po session is nothing else than the 



/ 

double relationship between the possessor and the possessed : they are 

separat but bound by a unique relationship. But what is this re18tion-

hip? 

First it should be pointed out that the art object m~st rely on 

bein - in- lt6elf for its b In9; 1t is the non-being of £ s~cific iE- itself. 

It is not submerged in the subjectivity of the artist; the artist 

does not constitut th art object out of prhate r8 1m of being. Ii 
an 

imagines art object as the nifillation of a paricular thing by revealing 

th unrt'al quali ti IS .Q.( the thing. Tbis is wbat creation does : bel g 

is revealed as that which 1t is~. This place the artist at the 

origin of a .!!!! pe.~n.g , but this new being is in the order of non- being, 

n ver in the order of being- in- itself. But this new being is definitely 

new; it is a new consciousne ~ of that which Is. As such the artist is , 

responsible for a new existence. it is this llett existence which he 

wants to pos~ass . for in tbis existence be approximates being~ift-itself. 

By possessing this existence he approximates his ideal. the in-itself

for- itself, He effects a unique relatiQilship of being : 

n • •• tbe possessor and posseS ed constitute ideally a unique reality ... 
Thus the desire of a particular object is not the simple desire 
of this Object; ith tb~ de'ire to be united with the object in . 
an int.ernal relation . in the mode of constlt ting with it the unity 
' posse sor- posses ed t . The desire to have is at bottom reducible 
to the desire to be2gealtcd to a certain object in a certain 
re lation of being"~ 

Tbe artist desires th being which would come about in his relation to 

bis cre Uon : t11e 3XO t Object function as a brute in-itself which the 

artist takes f r himself . This symbolic moy ment indicates the in- i tselt--
for- l tse If. 



The art object , then , is a consciousness of the world of being 

as revealed in a certain fashion. This revelation is not!! belng

in- itself; it is in the world of non- being; it Is being- in- itself -! 

it is not. The artist nibIl tes the eea~ of being- tn- itself in order 

to mak there to be a world fgr him. An art object is a microcosm which 

presents tb artist t s apprehension of what Is!!~ world. Yet the 

world of being- in- itself is un-changed and un-created. Creation 

consist only in the introduction of non- being into the world; tbis 

non- belhg never p netrates being- in- itself, rather it rests 9!l this 

being. The world is "seen" in and by 'these '''spectacles'' of ' non-being; 

whether this view wIll be rose- tinted , pessimistic , or anguishing will 

depend on the artIst. 

Tbe art object exists , tberefore , but not in the same way a stone 

exists. The stone 11 wbether there is 8 consciousness of it or not ; 

the art object , how ver, exists only in and by conSCiousness" indeed , 

it exi ts as consciousness. Art Is the concrete activity wherein man 

demonstrates his desire- to-be; it is one way in which be can pursue 

his "project of being" -- the project to be G -- the way he attempts 

to total11 realize his freedom and b his own foundation. But this 

attempt can nerer be achieved. Wby is th1 so? 



§.. Art !!!!! Freedom 

Sartl'e ' s notion of the art object as an unreality , as a source of 

value ; as a concrete meaning in the world , as a consciousness of its 

ObJect , places the artist in a precarious position. He is in a position 

of dependence upon the world of being since tbe art object i the unreal 

existence of a thing in Itself. The artist wbo exists as tb conscious

nes s of this thing in its unreal! ty no longer has an ext tence of his 

own. He is wholly consciousness of the thing and this particular 

consciousness exists as an unreali ty. As such the artist is unreal 

with respect to the thing itself , but he is wholly real with respect to 

the situation presented in the art object. As such the artist transforms 

his existence by existing as unreal in a real world and as real in an 

unreal world. In this way he haG an option to select the reality he 

deiles. This choice is not available to the man who has never creat d 

a world for him&elf. Such a man would not be existing as free in Sartrean 

terms. To exist as freedom is to Uve the IDoment of choosinQ between the 

world- t - hand and the world- to- be. This does not mean that the free 

lli\in is an idle dreamer; rather it .eans that he is not limited by his 

eonc ro for the world- at- band. He creates a world- to-be in order to 

free himself from the petty demand$ of the world- at-hand. But this 

is no fant8~'y ; from nch worlds come the things which will be at- hand 

tomorrow. 

The artist who is primarily engaged in creating worlds- to-be always 

bas the option to seleet the world- at -hand. But he bas an option only 



because there are worlds- to- be for him. Without such worlds he bas no 

chance to exist his freedom. No one will deny that the ontological 

truth of his freedom is just as ureal" as that of the man who exists 

his freedo • but the ontological freedom is only a tnuth not an existence. 

That n is free who exi ts bis freedom, th t man who does not take it 

as "ghen for always". From such a view of fr dom it can be s en 

that art is never realized; it is n action , neYer an entity. Art is 

the w~ freedom exists. For this eason the physical analogue of the 

art object can never be a substitute for the art object. It stands only 

as the evidence that 8 concrete freedom has been effeoted. To another 

an this an 109ue can be constituted as his freedom; there is no 

r striciton on the n er of consciousnesses who oan possess an art object. 

Eyery man who can i gine can make It his . by way of the physical 

an logue the art object can be rede med by yery consciollsness wbich 

takes upon itself the responsibility to sustain the existence of this 

ideal in- tself- for- itself. 

As s~ch , the artlst L s existence is preoarious because be exists to 

the extent that be creates , and, to create is to exist as unreal in a 

re 1 world. To exist is to sacrifice personal reality for the sake of 

personal unreality ; the artist takes a chance with hi self by bringing 

forth a new existence . His cbanc s become meaning for the world. Tbe 

value of art objects oons st in their powerfull way of demonstrating that 

man can t8 e chances with himself. To contemplate an art object is to 

take a chance , the caance that a Ii! will be t~ansformed with a new 

meaning. The artist asks , What will happen to me if 1 change this thing 

before me? The spectator asks , What will bapp n to me if I look at tbis 



thing'j The art object appears in nd through such que tion5. The art 

object Is an answer to both oi them ; it exists as the question of man ' s 

existence; the art object an wers : mao is a being who would !t free. 

Sartre ' s d scription of the art object as an unreality , as the 

imaginative consciousnesr. of a thing in itself provokes the question : 

How doe the art object differ fro any other imag? Can the image of 

a tree be an art object , can the beautiful be found in natur? Sertre 

does not r~Rtrict the art object to a class of things; that 1s , he does 

not say that nature cann(Jt provide analogues far art objects . He do s 

declare that meaning begins with freedom and freedom is a human project. 

Such a declaration would seem to say that a tree could be imagined 

as an art object only if it surpassed its belng toward 1ts meaning. 

That is , should consciousness constitute it as aningful for some 

purpose , this constitution migbt raise it to the level of an art object. 

But its beauty would consist in its um~ presentation and not in its 

existing as a brute reality. Such a notion emphasizes the h an over 

the natural and make$ a sharp distinction between their importance. 

This would be consistent with Sartr t s notion that man muS'C. make himself 

and the wo.rld is the means by Whicl} he does 'o. 

Still the problem remains about how an art object is distinguished 

from just any image. Ooes a feeling accompany the fDrmation of the art 

object? It would eem that this is the case. There se illS to be an' 

affective condition required for the ppearance of an aesthetic object 
I 

rather than a perceptual obj c1}. Normal perception , it was pointed out , 



occurs on a background of an i agined '·tota11ty" ; and some kind of 

affection is needed to transfol'1ll this backg-round into a fereground. 

H nee , the art object 1s n i ge affected with itself. Does this 

aan anything Illore than tile fact th t the 3rt object is valu bIe? 

If not then t ere is no w,y to explain the appear nc of th art Object , 

for value arises!! the art obj ct nd not as Its cause. Sartre 

would probably agree that there is no way to prove that there is uch 

a concrete existence as the art Object. In faot, to hold it In q e tion 

m gbt be tak n as its mode of xistene. To accept it .!! L£!:. would 

make it into a real object. To question the relevanc of this non

being, to plumb the depths of its implications , is to exist the art 

object. Affectivity , th n, arises ~ teart object. To question 

Why thi! i age~ cannot result from facts. Affectivity is the living 

of man ' s question of being; the iiage is the appea~ance of this life 

as a possibility , as tb possibi ity to tta10 Gn answer to Why man? 

The imag , as art object , h s no pecial being over any other image 

save that given it by eon clou&ne 8. If th image passes into the 

background of consciousness , there is no art objeot. Th re is no 

grounds for the art object other th n oonsciousness ~ being- in- itself. 

This 1m ginative consciousness appe 1'8 only when a being- ill- it elf 

appears j lli!..tl. ob te.£..t. l!!.! !!.I! erivile,ged ex! tene'e. For this reason 

the quest.ion , I this art object ningful , does it imply a new existence 

for me if I assume respoD Ibility for my existence'( sustains the art 

object. 

Henee , artists r not born , they ar ma e : they make themselves 

by creating new ex! tences. In every art work the artist s e s to found 



his own being. In these term every man Is an artist in so far as be 

strives for tbe unity of hi being. A man who yearns for the fullness 

of 8 being who would bp. to itself its own grounds .for being and at the 

sa e time be consciousness of its being so; a man who yearns for this 

so much that he perpetually questions his being in terms of this being, 

such a lnan is~. The artist is just such a man . 



~. Conchs ops 

When Sartre states that art is a concrete occurrence of man ' s 

freedom, the question might be asked. Why freedom'" If man is funda

mentally the desire- to- be. and the project of being is to satisfy tbis 

desire . and if man ' s freedom consists in realizing this project , then 

is he fre? Does man have an alternative to this existence which Sartre 

has described? And , if not . Is freedom meaningful? 

Sartre would answer that if there is any meaning in the world 

it is based on just such questions as these. Meaning bggins with 

freedom. To ask even m anlngless questions is to have assumed the atti 

tude of a free being. There is no way for man to prove that he has 

a right to live, there is no way he can even assert his right to be

In- the-world, ior there is nothing to which the assertion can be made 

other than lIlan himself. To question freedom is to question an , but 

the question of freedom cannot be reduced to Man. To say that man is 

a being who brings himself into question is not sufficient to reveal 

the total lack of content which chr cterizes him. This total lack can 

only be revealed by positing, that is , by creating out of nothing , that 

whicb man would be. Such a man is "the being who in its being makes 

itself a question of being in so far as it impUes a being other 

than itself." But man has no guarantee that there is such a being which 

is Implied in his questioning of himself ; the questions , Why freedom? 

Why man~ would seem to point to an insufficiency in mao bimself , but 

this insufficiency may be bis very being . This is the pessibility 

which Sart;e .uggests. 



However, Sertre does not discount the chance that the grounds of 

man ' s being may suddenly appear to him. A sudden insight , a crack in 

being· in- itself ay deliver n foom his dependency on this bing. 

But until such a redemption occurs , m n must pursue his being in his 

own way. So, to question , Why rt? 1s precis 1y to assume the attitude So 

that there can be art. To take art for gr nted , as ghen , 8S always 

a part of man because of its historical evidence is to subvert the 

meaning of art. Art do s not haye meaning, it provides meaning. 

Art is not an institution, an entity, a thing; it is an activity wherein 

meaning appears , wher In man appears , wherein the world appears. 

The original contribution which Sartre gives to th enterprise of 

art Is to make the qu stion , Why art? reappe r and take on a new ur-

gency. It is now charged with the responsibility with existing as 

the question of itself. To nswer such a questlontt w11l be necessary 

for rt to range over the wide scope of buman activities and seek to 

found itself. By founding it elf it will bave indicated a foundation 

for aaa himself. Hence, art will be nothing but tbe attempt ot man 

to found himself; as such it will be necessary for him to probe its 

depths. to know it , to enjoy it , and to do it. 

Sartre is aD artist. Why has he not written an aesthetic theory? 

If art 1$ so important why has be not offered a direction for it to 

take? His one attempt to do so in What .u. Literature? skints ever the 

fine arts and talks pd arily of !!nqagement : the activity of deeling 

with real concrete situations with literature, to try to cbang man's 
I 

eondi t.ion. But he doe I not specify a cd teria for art in general. Wh~ot? 



Sartre ' s arg ent is that a th ory for dOing art depends on what the 

art Is trying to do . For him th aim of literature should be to bring 

about a ohange in human situ tlon5. He will not prosoribe sucb a 

role for all art. He aintains thai there is no par Ue1 of th 

rtS i they do not se k the s 30 go Is . The aim of an art sets the 

eriter' for 1ts sucoess; it will achieve no high r go Is th n it sets 

for itself. But , of course, its f 11ure. will be no gr ater than thes~ 

goals allow either. So if an art is not concerned enough to set the 

highest goals for itself then that art will exist In bad faith. Every 

art is ch rged with the replon ibility of Intalnlog its existence . 

When such an existence is no longer questioned then the art will have 

b en replaced by technology; art will have become production , not 

creation. 

Hence , a theory of art based on Sartre t s ideas must recognize 

that it can neyer be a sub Utut.e for art , or a grounds for it . nor 

a reason for it. The most it can do is to m ke the question , Why art? 

an integral part of the artistic enterprise. Such a theory caD never 

proscribe rul s. or standards . or values for art. The beautiful 

is man ' s fr edomi but this freedom has nO substantiality , it exists 

to the extent that it is lived . The existence of freedom cannot be 

soUdifie into codes of conduct or ode of acti.on i only God could 

do such a thing, if Be xisted. To theorize about art , then , is to 

do art; a theory of art akes no sen e unle 5 it is a paradigm case of 

itself .. Therefor , this paper will close with this possibility 8S 

it value. 
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